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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce the problem of Asynchronous Data Dissemination (ADD). Intuitively, an ADD protocol disseminates a message to all honest nodes in an asynchronous network, given that at least \( t + 1 \) honest nodes initially hold the message where \( t \) is the maximum number of malicious nodes. We design a simple and efficient ADD protocol for \( n \) parties that is information-theoretically secure, tolerates up to one-third malicious nodes, and has a communication cost of \( O(n|M|+n^2) \) for disseminating a message \( M \).

We then use our ADD protocol to improve many important primitives in cryptography and distributed computing. For asynchronous reliable broadcast (RBC), assuming collision-resistant hash functions, we give a RBC protocol with communication cost \( O(n|M|+\kappa n^2) \) where \( \kappa \) is the size of the hash function output. This improves over the prior best scheme with communication cost \( O(n|M|+\kappa n^2 \log n) \) under the same setting. Our improved RBC protocol immediately improves the communication cost of asynchronous atomic broadcast and Asynchronous Distributed Key Generation (ADKG) protocols. We also use our improved RBC protocol along with additional new techniques to improve the communication cost of Asynchronous Verifiable Secret Sharing (AVSS), Asynchronous Complete Secret Sharing (ACSS), and dual-threshold ACSS from \( O(\kappa n^2 \log n) \) to \( O(\kappa n^2) \) without using any trusted setup.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose and study a new problem which we call Asynchronous Data Dissemination (ADD). Briefly, the goal is to disseminate a data blob from a subset of honest nodes to all honest nodes, despite the presence of some malicious nodes. More precisely, in a network of \( n \) nodes where up to \( t \) nodes could be malicious, a subset of at least \( t+1 \) honest nodes start with a common message blob \( M \), and the goal is to have all honest nodes output \( M \) at the end of the protocol.

We present a solution to the ADD problem with \( n \geq 3t+1 \), where at least \( t+1 \) honest nodes start with the message \( M \). For a message \( M \) of size \(|M|\), our protocol has a total communication cost of \( O(n|M|+n^2) \). Moreover, our solution is information theoretically secure, i.e., it does not rely on any cryptographic assumption. Additionally, if we use a collision-resistant hash function with output size \( \kappa \), we can extend our solution to any \( n > 2t \) with a total communication cost of \( O(n^2|M|/(n-2t)+\kappa n^2) \). For example, if \( t = (1/2-e)n \) for some \( e > 0 \), our ADD protocol incurs a communication cost of \( O(n|M|/e + \kappa n^2) \).

We then observe that ADD can help improve many important problems, including asynchronous reliable broadcast (RBC) [14, 16], asynchronous verifiable secret sharing (AVSS) [4, 15], asynchronous complete secret sharing (ACSS) [52], dual-threshold ACSS [3, 34], and asynchronous distributed key generation (ADKG) [2, 34], as illustrated in Figure 1.

Overview of our results. To solve ADD, our protocol first leverages error-correcting code to encode the input message \( M \) into \( n \) symbols, and then the \( i \)-th node is responsible for dispersing the \( i \)-th symbol. For any node \( i \) that has input \( \perp \), it learns the \( i \)-th symbol by receiving it from \( t+1 \) nodes (the set of honest nodes that have the input message \( M \)). After each node \( i \) disperses the \( i \)-th symbol, honest nodes repeatedly try to reconstruct the message \( M \) after receiving at least \( 2t+1 \) symbols. The node outputs the reconstructed message if it matches at least \( 2t+1 \) symbols. This protocol is information-theoretic, has a total communication cost of \( O(n|M|+n^2) \), and tolerates \( t < n/3 \) faults.

We then use the above ADD protocol to improve a variety of other problems. Table 1 summarizes our results and compares with existing works.

The first primitive we improve is the asynchronous reliable broadcast (RBC) [14, 16], a fundamental primitive in distributed computing. Briefly, an asynchronous reliable broadcast protocol implements a broadcast channel in an asynchronous network and ensures that all honest nodes in the network deliver the same message if any honest node delivers or if the broadcaster is honest. RBC has been used to construct many higher-level protocols such as atomic broadcast [1, 25, 27, 30, 37, 40], asynchronous multi-party computation [36, 52], and asynchronous distributed key generation [2, 34]. All of these involve RBC for long messages, typically of...
Asynchronous Complete Secret Sharing (ACSS) and Dual-Asynchronous Verifiable Secret Sharing (AVSS) are used to improve RBC. The best-known AVSS solution, as presented, is limited to uniform random secrets. Bracha's classic RBC protocol is improved using an information-theoretically secure ADD protocol and cryptographic assumptions, leading to a protocol that can tolerate up to 1/3 malicious nodes and has communication cost $O(nM + \kappa n \log \kappa)$ for a message $M$ of size $|M|$. Assuming a collision-resistant hash function, this protocol can be extended to tolerate up to 1/2 malicious nodes.

Finally, we use our improved RBC along with additional techniques to design asynchronous verifiable secret sharing (AVSS), asynchronous complete secret sharing (ACSS), dual-threshold ACSS, asynchronous distributed key generation, all with improved communication cost or weaker assumptions compared to state-of-the-art solutions.

**Table 1: Comparison of protocols proposed in this paper with prior best known protocols realizing different primitives under different setup and cryptographic assumption.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Communication Cost (total)</th>
<th>Cryptographic Assumption</th>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBC for long message</td>
<td>$O(n^2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>)$</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(n</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>+ \kappa n^2 \log n)$</td>
<td>Hash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(n</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>+ \kappa n^2)$</td>
<td>$q$-SDH+DBDH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC</td>
<td>$O(n</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>+ \kappa n^2)$</td>
<td>Hash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVSS and ACSS</td>
<td>$O(\kappa n^2 \log n)$</td>
<td>DL+RO</td>
<td>PKI</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(\kappa n^2 \log n)$</td>
<td>DL+RO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[3]†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(\kappa n^2)$</td>
<td>$q$-SDH+Hash</td>
<td>Trusted</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Threshold ACSS</td>
<td>$O(\kappa n^2 \log n)$</td>
<td>DL+RO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(\kappa n^2)$</td>
<td>$q$-SDH+Hash</td>
<td>Trusted</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$O(\kappa n^2)$</td>
<td>DL+Hash</td>
<td>None</td>
<td><em>this work</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Our AVSS does not require PKI, but our ACSS does. Also, if we assume the DBDH assumption, then we do not need RO in our dual-threshold ACSS.

As presented, the ACSS scheme of [3] only supports uniform random secrets. All the dual-threshold ACSS scheme also only support uniform random secrets. But they can be extended to arbitrary secrets using techniques from [46].

**Paper organization.** The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe our system model, introduce notations, and provides some necessary background §2. In §3, we formally introduce the problem of Asynchronous Data Dissemination (ADD) and describe our solutions to ADD. Next, in §4 we describe how we use ADD to implement reliable broadcast for long messages. We then provide improved constructions of AVSS, ACSS, and dual-threshold ACSS in §5. In §6 we present lower bound results and show our protocols are near-optimal. We describe related work in §7 and conclude after a discussion in §8.

**2 SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES**

**Cryptographic assumptions.** Let $G$ be a group of order $q$ where $q$ is a prime number. Let $Z_q$ be the field with integer operations modulo $q$. Throughout the paper, we use hash(·) to denote a collision resistant hash function. We will use $\kappa$ to denote the size of cryptographic objects, e.g., the length of the hash function output, the size of a ciphertext of a CPA-secure encryption, or the size of an element in the group $G$. These objects may slightly differ in size in practice but they are on the same order, or one can interpret $\kappa$ as the largest among them.

**Network and adversarial assumptions.** We consider an asynchronous network of $n \geq 3t + 1$ nodes where a malicious adversary can corrupt up to $t$ nodes in the network. The corrupted nodes can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol. The remaining nodes are honest and strictly adhere to the protocol. We assume every pair of honest nodes have access to pairwise reliable and authenticated channel. The network is asynchronous, so the adversary can arbitrarily delay or reorder messages between honest nodes, but must eventually deliver every message.

**Error correcting code.** Our ADD protocol uses error correcting codes. For concreteness, we will use the standard Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [46]. A $(m, k)$ RS code in Galois Field $\mathbb{F} = \text{GF}(2^m)$ with $m = 2^a - 1$, encodes $k$ data symbols from $\text{GF}(2^m)$ into a codeword of $m$ symbols from $\text{GF}(2^m)$. Let $\text{RSEnc}(M, m, k)$ be the encoding algorithm. Briefly, the $\text{RSEnc}$ takes as input a message $M$ consisting
of \( k \) symbols, treats it as a polynomial of degree \( k-1 \) and outputs \( m \) evaluations of the corresponding polynomial.

Let RSDec\((k, r, T)\) be the RS decoding procedure. RSDec takes as input a set of symbols \( T \) (some of which may be incorrect), and outputs a degree \( k-1 \) polynomial, i.e., \( k \) symbols, by correcting up to \( r \) errors (incorrect symbols) in \( T \). It is well-known that RSDec can correct up to \( r \) errors in \( T \) and output the original message provided that \( |T| \geq k + 2r \) [38]. Concrete instantiations of RS codes include the Berlekamp-Welch algorithm [50] and the Gao algorithm [28].

3 ASYNCHRONOUS DATA DISSEMINATION

In this section, we formally define the problem of Data Dissemination. We then provide our solution to the data dissemination problem in asynchronous network, which we refer to as Asynchronous Data Dissemination (ADD). Finally, we analyze its correctness and efficiency.

3.1 Problem Statement

Definition 3.1 (Data Dissemination). Given a network of \( n \) nodes, of which up to \( t \) could be malicious, let \( M \) be a data blob that is the input of at least \( t+1 \) honest nodes. The remaining honest nodes have input \( \perp \). A protocol solves Data Dissemination if it ensures that every honest node eventually outputs \( M \).

Here on, we refer to the honest nodes that start with the message \( M \) as the sender nodes and the honest nodes that start with \( \perp \) as the recipient nodes.

A simple but important observation is that to solve data dissemination in a network with \( t \) malicious nodes, the number of honest sender nodes must be at least \( t+1 \). Otherwise, to any honest recipient node, the set of \( t \) honest senders starting with \( M \) are indistinguishable from the set of \( t \) malicious nodes claiming to start with \( M' \) and behaving honestly otherwise. This justifies the initial condition of at least \( t+1 \) honest sender nodes.

The simplest data dissemination protocol just has each honest sender send its input to all other nodes. A recipient node, upon receiving \( t+1 \) matching copies of a message \( M \), outputs \( M \). Since we begin with \( t+1 \) honest senders, every recipient node will eventually receive \( t+1 \) identical messages. Furthermore, there will be not \( t+1 \) nodes sending a different message \( M' \) since there are only \( t+1 \) malicious nodes. The issue with this approach is that it is not communication efficient. Specifically, this approach has a total communication cost of \( O(n^2|M|) \).

An alternate solution is to have each recipient node request \( M \) from the sender nodes, to which an honest sender replies by sending \( M \). Again, the issue is that malicious nodes may redundantly request \( M \) from all honest senders. Since there are \( t = \Theta(n) \) malicious nodes and each malicious node requests \( M \) from all honest senders, this approach also has a total communication cost of \( O(n^2|M|) \).

3.2 Our Approach

As mentioned, in this paper, we focus on data dissemination in an asynchronous network, which we refer to as the Asynchronous Data Dissemination (ADD) problem. We present two variants of our ADD protocol. The first variant requires \( t < n/3 \) (or equivalently \( n \geq 3t+1 \)) and is information-theoretically secure. The second variant requires \( t < n/2 \) but needs a collision resistant hash function.

Since all the applications we consider in this paper require \( t < n/3 \) (due to reasons orthogonal to ADD), we will focus on the \( t < n/3 \) variant of our ADD protocol. We present our ADD protocol for \( t < n/2 \) in Appendix B.

Our ADD protocol has three phases: Encoding, Dispersal, and Reconstruction. Figure 2 illustrates our protocol in a network of \( n = 4 \) nodes with \( t = 1 \). We provide the pseudocode of the protocol for node \( i \) in Algorithm 1.

Encoding phase. In the encoding phase, every sender (who holds \( M \neq \perp \)) encodes \( M \) using a \((n, t+1)\) Reed-Solomon code, i.e., using \( \text{RSEnc}() \) described in §2 (Line 2 – 4 in Algorithm 1). The encoded message \( M' = \text{RSEnc}(M, n, t+1) \) can be written as a vector \( M' = [m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n] \) of \( n \) symbols. Here each symbol \( m_i \) is of size approximately \( |m_i| = |M|/(t+1) \) because, after encoding,

\[
\frac{|M'|}{t+1} = \frac{n|M|}{t+1} = \frac{|M|}{t+1} \quad (1)
\]

Dispersal phase. After encoding \( M \) into \( M' \), the senders start the dispersal phase (Line 5 – 10 in Algorithm 1). During the dispersal phase, every sender sends the message \( \text{DISPERSE}(m_j) \) to node \( j \). A recipient node \( j \), upon receiving \( t+1 \) matching DISPERSE messages for a symbol \( m_j \) sets \( m_j' \) as its reconstruction symbol \( m_j' \). Each honest sender node \( i \) sets \( m_i \) as its reconstruction symbol \( m_i' \).

Reconstruction phase. During the reconstruction phase, every node \( i \) sends \( \text{RECONSTRUCT}(i, m_i' ) \) to all other nodes. Then, every recipient node \( j \), upon receiving enough symbols, uses the standard Online Error Correcting (OEC) algorithm from [6] (Line 16 – 22 in Algorithm 1). Briefly, the OEC algorithm [6] performs up to \( t \) trials of reconstruction. In the \( r \)-th trial, the recipient waits until it receives RECONSTRUCT messages from \( 2t + r + 1 \) nodes and tries to decode. If the reconstructed polynomial agrees with \( 2t + 1 \) points in the RECONSTRUCT messages received so far, the recipient outputs the

---

**Algorithm 1** Pseudocode for node \( i \) in ADD for \( n = 3t + 1 \)

1: // encoding phase.
2: input \( M_i \); either \( M_i = M \) or \( M_i = \perp \)
3: if \( M_i \neq \perp \) then
4: let \( M' := [m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n] := \text{RSEnc}(M_i, n, t+1) \)
5: // dispersal phase
6: if \( M_i \neq \perp \) then
7: let \( m_i' := m_i \)
8: send (\text{DISPERSE}, m_i') to node \( j \) for every \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)
9: else
10: upon receiving \( t+1 \) identical \( \langle \text{DISPERSE}, m_i' \rangle \) do
11: let \( m_i' := m_i \)
12: // reconstruction phase
13: send (\text{RECONSTRUCT}, m_i') to all nodes
14: if \( M_i \neq \perp \) then
15: output \( M \) and return:
16: let \( T := \{ \} \)
17: for every \( \langle \text{RECONSTRUCT}, m_i' \rangle \) received from node \( j \), add \( (j, m_i') \) to \( T \)
18: for \( 0 \leq r \leq t \) do // online Error Correction
19: Wait till \( |T| \geq 2t + r + 1 \)
20: let \( p_r(\cdot) := \text{RSDec}(t+1, r, T) \)
21: if \( 2t+1 \) elements \( (j, a) \in T \) satisfy \( p_r(a) = a \) then
22: output coefficients of \( p_r(\cdot) \) as \( M \) and return
decoded message; otherwise, it waits for one more \texttt{RECONSTRUCT} message and tries again.

### 3.3 Analysis

We will prove that Algorithm 1 solves the ADD problem. Towards this end, we will first prove that every honest node will hold the correct reconstruction symbol at the end of the dispersal phase.

Next, we will argue that every honest node successfully reconstructs the message $M$. Recall that we refer to the nodes that start with the message $M$ as the sender nodes and the honest nodes that start with $_L$ as the recipient nodes.

**Lemma 3.2.** After the dispersal phase each honest node $j$ holds $m_j'$, where $m_j'$ is the $j^{th}$ coordinate of $M' = \text{RSEnc}(M, n, t + 1)$.

**Proof.** Recall that RSEnc encoding is deterministic. If node $j$ is a sender, then it trivially holds $m_j'$. Thus, we focus on a recipient node $j$. No honest node will send \texttt{DISPERSE} for any $m_j \neq m_j'$. Since node $j$ holds $m_j$ only if it receives $t + 1$ identical \texttt{DISPERSE} messages for $m_j$, it will not hold $m_j \neq m_j'$. All $t + 1$ honest senders send $m_j'$ to node $j$. So node $j$ will eventually receive $t + 1$ \texttt{DISPERSE} message for $m_j'$ and will hold $m_j'$ at the end of the dispersal phase.

Next we will argue that each honest recipient will eventually recover the message at the end of the reconstruction phase.

**Lemma 3.3.** At the end of the reconstruction phase of Algorithm 1, every honest node outputs $M$.

**Proof.** Clearly, every honest sender outputs $M$. Thus, we again focus on honest recipient nodes.

We will first argue that an honest recipient node will never output a wrong message. Suppose node $i$ outputs a polynomial $p_r(.)$ as the message in the $r^{th}$ iteration in the reconstruction phase. Let $T_r$ be the set of symbols node $i$ used in iteration $r$. Then, $p_r(.)$ is consistent with $2t + 1$ points from $T_r$, of which at least $t + 1$ are from honest nodes. All these points belong on both polynomial $p(.)$ and $p_r(.)$. Since both $p(.)$ and $p_r(.)$ are degree-$t$ polynomials and agree on $t + 1$ points, $p(.)$ and $p_r(.)$ are the same polynomial.

Next, we argue that every honest recipient node will eventually output a message. From Lemma 3.2, at the end of the dispersal phase, every honest node holds the correct symbol of $M' = \text{RSEnc}(M, n, t + 1)$ and will send it to all other nodes in its \texttt{RECONSTRUCT} messages. Thus, every recipient node will eventually receive $2t + 1$ correct symbols from all honest nodes, and at most $t$ incorrect symbols from malicious nodes. Hence, the RSDec algorithm will correct all the errors and will return the correct message.

We will next argue about the total communication cost of our ADD protocol.

**Lemma 3.4.** The total communication cost of our ADD protocol is $O(n|M|n^2)$.

**Proof.** Recall that $|M'| = n|M|/(t + 1) = O(|M|)$. During the dispersal phase, each sender node sends a message of size $|M'|(n + O(1))$ to every other node. During the reconstruction phase, each node sends a message of size $|M'|(2n + O(1))$ to every other node. Therefore, the total communication cost of the protocol is $n|M'| + O(n^2)$, which is the same as $O(n|M|n^2)$.

Using Lemma 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, we get the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.5.** In an asynchronous network of $n = 3t + 1$ nodes, of which up to $t$ nodes can be malicious, Algorithm 1 solves ADD with a communication complexity of $O(n|M|n^2)$.

**Remark.** One subtle point to note here is that the Reed-Solomon code requires the field size to be larger than $n$. Hence, each symbol in the encoded codeword is of size $O(\log n)$. As a result, the size of the encoded message is at least $O(n\log n)$. ADD is more useful when the message size is $\Omega(n\log n)$ which is the case for our RBC and AVSS applications. We will give a lower bound in §6 showing that the communication complexity of Algorithm 1 is optimal for $|M| \geq \Theta(n\log n)$.

Now let us analyze the computation cost of each node in Algorithm 1. The encoding step at every sender during the dispersal phase involves $O(n^2)$ operations (additions and multiplications) in $\mathbb{Z}_q$ (the recipient nodes do nothing). During the reconstruction phase, each recipient node needs to invoke the RSDec algorithm anywhere between one to $t$ times, and each invocation of RSDec requires $O(n \text{polylog}(n))$ computation if we use the decoding algorithm of Gao [28].

### 4 RELIABLE BROADCAST

Reliable broadcast (RBC) was introduced by Bracha [14]. In the same paper, Bracha provided a RBC protocol for a single bit with a communication complexity of $O(n^2)$. In this paper, we present two RBC protocols for long messages. Both protocols are built upon Bracha’s RBC. The first protocol is conceptually simpler and uses Bracha’s RBC and ADD in a modular way. However, it requires...
two additional rounds of communication than Bracha’s RBC. Our second protocol merges the steps of Bracha’s RBC and ADD and matches the round complexity of Bracha’s RBC.

**Definition 4.1 (Reliable Broadcast).** A protocol for a set of nodes \{1, ..., n\}, where a distinguished node called the broadcaster holds an initial input \(M\) of size \(|M|\), is a reliable broadcast protocol, if the following properties hold

- **Agreement.** If an honest node outputs a message \(M'\) and another honest node outputs a message \(M''\), then \(M' = M''\).
- **Validity.** If the broadcaster is honest, all honest nodes eventually output the message \(M\).
- **Totality.** If an honest node outputs a message, then every honest node eventually outputs a message.

Since our RBC protocols rely upon Bracha’s RBC protocol [14], we first describe Bracha’s RBC protocol in Algorithm 2. The main idea of Bracha’s RBC is to use quorum intersection (of ECHO messages) for agreement and use vote amplification (of READY messages) for totality. However, the protocol needs to attach the input \(M\) in every message, leading to a high communication cost of \(O(n^2|M|)\).

We modify the RBC protocol interface to add an external check before sending the ECHO message, denote it as a predicate \(P()\). We do so to make our AVSS and ACSS protocols use RBC in a modular way. For standard RBC, this step can be skipped, i.e., \(P()\) always returns true.

We give our first RBC protocol for long messages in Algorithm 3 where we highlight the changes from Bracha’s RBC in blue. We then prove it achieves all the required properties of RBC. We give our second RBC protocol in Algorithm 4 and defer its proofs to Appendix A.

The core idea in our first RBC protocol is to run the Bracha’s RBC only on the hash of the message \(M\), and then disseminate the message \(M\) using ADD. The previous best RBC protocol for long messages due to Cachin and Tessaro [16] also runs Bracha’s RBC on the hash digest. However, their protocol requires attaching Merkle path proofs in the messages, which inevitably incurs a cost of \(O(n|M|\cdot kn^2 \log n)\). Our ADD protocol removes these Merkle path proofs and leads to a total communication cost of \(O(n|M|\cdot kn^2)\) for RBC.

More specifically, the broadcaster in our ADD-based RBC protocol first sends \(M\) to all other nodes. Every honest node, upon receiving the message from the broadcaster, first participates in a Bracha’s RBC on \(h\), the hash digest of \(M\). Once Bracha’s RBC terminates, i.e., a node receives 2t + 1 READY messages for some \(h\), the node inputs \(M\) to the ADD protocol if \(h = \text{hash}(M)\). Otherwise (if \(h \neq \text{hash}(M)\) or if the node has not received a PROPOSE message from the broadcaster), the node inputs ⊥ to ADD. Recall that in
Bracha’s RBC, a node outputs $M$ upon receiving $2t + 1$ READY messages for $M$, which implies at least $t + 1$ honest nodes have received $M$ from the broadcaster before sending ECHO for $M$. Similarly, in our RBC protocol, when a node receives $2t + 1$ READY messages for some hash $h$, at least $t + 1$ honest nodes have received the message $M$ such that $\text{hash}(M) = h$. Moreover, the agreement property of the Bracha’s RBC guarantees that no two honest nodes will agree on different hashes, and thus any honest node that receives $M' \neq M$ from the broadcaster will input ⊥ to the ADD. Therefore, the initial condition of ADD is met. Hence, the guarantees of our ADD protocol ensure the desired properties of the RBC protocol.

The four-round RBC protocol (Algorithm 4) saves two rounds by merging our ADD into Bracha’s RBC, thanks to the similarity in their message patterns. More specifically, the ECHO and READY messages in Bracha’s RBC now also attach the symbols of the message which were sent separately in ADD before.

### 4.1 Analysis of Algorithm 3

First, we show that running Bracha’s RBC on the hash $h$ sets up the initial condition for ADD.

**Lemma 4.2.** If any honest node executes ADD$(M)$, then there are at least $2t + 1$ nodes, among which at least $t + 1$ are honest nodes, that receive $M$ from the broadcaster and send $(ECHO, h)$ to all other nodes where $h = \text{hash}(M)$.

**Proof.** An honest node $i$ executes ADD$(M)$ only upon receiving $(\text{READY}, h = \text{hash}(M))$ messages from a quorum $Q_2$ of $2t + 1$ nodes. Since there are at most $t$ malicious nodes in the system, at least $t + 1$ of the nodes in $Q_2$ are honest. This implies that at least one honest node receives $(ECHO, h)$ from a quorum $Q_1$ of $2t + 1$ nodes. Again, at least $t + 1$ nodes of $Q_1$ are honest. These honest nodes receive $M$ from the broadcaster and send $(ECHO, h)$ to all nodes.

**Lemma 4.3.** If any honest node executes ADD$(M)$, then at least $t + 1$ honest nodes execute ADD$(M)$ and the rest of the honest nodes execute ADD$(⊥)$.

**Proof.** Let node $i$ execute ADD$(M)$. By Lemma 4.2, there exists $2t + 1$ nodes who sent $(ECHO, h)$ messages where $h = \text{hash}(M)$. Let us first show that no honest node executes ADD$(M')$ for some $M' \neq M$ and $M' \neq ⊥$. For the sake of contradiction, assume that an honest node $j$ executes ADD$(M')$ for such an $M'$. By Lemma 4.2, there exist $2t + 1$ nodes that sent $(ECHO, h')$ where $h' = \text{hash}(M')$. This is impossible because by quorum intersection, $2(2t + 1) - n = t + 1$ nodes echoed both messages but there are at most $t$ malicious nodes.

Since at least $t + 1$ honest nodes send $(\text{READY}, h)$, these messages eventually reach all honest nodes, and according to the protocol all honest nodes will send $(\text{READY}, h)$ to all nodes. Hence, eventually all honest nodes receive at least $2t + 1$ $(\text{READY}, h)$ messages and execute ADD$(⊥)$. Since they cannot execute ADD$(⊥)$ with any other message, they execute either ADD$(M)$ or ADD$(⊥)$. By Lemma 4.2, at least $t + 1$ honest nodes receive $M$ from the broadcaster. According to the protocol, these nodes will execute ADD$(M)$.

Now, we can prove that the properties of RBC are satisfied.

**Lemma 4.4 (Agreement and Totality).** If an honest node outputs $M$, then no honest node will output $M' \neq M$, and every honest node will eventually output $M$.

**Proof.** If an honest node outputs $M$, we show some honest node must execute ADD$(M)$. If any honest node execute ADD$(M')$ where $M' \neq M, M' \neq ⊥$, then by Lemma 4.3 the initial condition of ADD for $M'$ is met, and all honest nodes output $M'$, contradiction. If no honest node execute ADD$(M)$, i.e., honest nodes either execute ADD$(⊥)$ or nothing, then in ADD, there are at most $t$ DISPERSE messages (from malicious nodes), and no honest node can output, contradiction. Hence, some honest node must execute ADD$(M)$. By Lemma 4.3, all honest nodes will execute ADD$(M)$ or ADD$(⊥)$, among which at least $t + 1$ honest nodes execute ADD$(M)$. Hence, the initial condition for ADD holds, and by Lemma 3.3, every honest node will output $M$.

**Lemma 4.5 (Validity).** If the broadcaster is honest and has an input $M$, then every honest will eventually output $M$.

**Proof.** When the broadcaster is honest, it will send $(\text{PROPOSE}, M)$ to all nodes. As a result, all $2t + 1$ honest nodes will send $(ECHO, h)$ for $h = \text{hash}(M)$ to all nodes. Then, all $2t + 1$ honest nodes will eventually send $(\text{READY}, h)$, and no honest node will send $(\text{READY}, h')$ for $h' \neq h$ since there are at most $t$ malicious nodes. Thus, all honest nodes eventually start ADD after receiving $2t + 1$ READY messages, with inputs either $M$ or $⊥$. When an honest node starts ADD, there are at least $t + 1$ honest nodes that hold $M$, since the first honest node that sends READY for $h$ receives $2t + 1$ ECHO messages for $h$. Those $t + 1$ honest nodes eventually invoke ADD$(M)$, thus the initial condition of ADD is met, and ADD guarantees that every honest node will eventually output $M$.

Next, we analyze the communication complexity of the protocol.

**Lemma 4.6.** Assuming existence of collision resistant hash functions, Algorithm 3 solves RBC with communication complexity of $O(n|M| + n^2)$ where $\kappa$ is the output length of the hash function.

**Proof.** The proposal step for $M$ has a communication cost of $O(n|M|)$. ECHO and READY messages consume a communication cost of $O(n^2 \kappa)$. From Lemma 3.4, the communication cost of ADD is $O(n|M| + n^2 \kappa)$. Combining all these costs, we get that the total communication of Algorithm 2 is $O(n|M| + n^2 \kappa)$.

Combining the above lemmas, we get the following theorem.

**Theorem 4.7.** In an asynchronous network of $n$ nodes where $t < n/3$, assuming existence of collision resistant hash functions, Algorithm 3 solves RBC with communication complexity $O(n|M| + n^2 \kappa)$ where $\kappa$ is the output length of the hash function.

### 4.2 Applications of Reliable Broadcast

Reliable broadcast for long message has been used as a crucial primitive in many protocols ranging from atomic broadcast [25, 27, 30, 37, 40], state machine replication [20, 51], asynchronous verifiable secret sharing [3, 4, 16, 52], asynchronous multi-party computation [36, 52], asynchronous distributed key generation [2, 34], etc. Almost all these protocols involve reliable broadcast of messages of size at least linear in the number of participants in the network.

**Direct improvements.** For some of the above applications, our improvements to RBC directly improve them. For example, state-of-art asynchronous BFT protocols such as HoneyBadger [40],
Dumbo [30] and Aleph [27] use $O(n)$ reliable broadcast instances of $O(kn)$-sized messages. Hence, our RBC protocol immediately improves their total communication cost from $O(kn^3 \log n)$ to $O(kn^3)$. Recently, Abraham et al. [2] presents a ADKG protocol in which each node reliably broadcasts a $O(kn)$-sized message. Thus, our new RBC protocol lowers their communication cost from $O(kn^3 \log n)$ to $O(kn^3)$. A concurrent work [29] observes that the ADKG protocol of [2] implicitly solves the asynchronous Byzantine agreement (ABA) problem without any trusted setup. This implies that using our RBC, we can also get a ABA protocol without any trusted setup with a communication cost of $O(kn^3)$.

**Other applications.** However, for some other primitives, simply replacing the RBC protocol with our improved one does not immediately reduce the asymptotic communication cost of the overall protocol because there exist other bottleneck steps in the protocol. For example, hbACSS [52] is an ACSS scheme with $O(kn^2 \log n)$ communication cost. But the cost arises from an RBC of message of size $O(kn \log n)$, so simply plugging in our improved RBC does not improve the communication cost. As another example, Haven [3] is a dual-threshold ACSS protocol for uniform secrets and it has communication cost $O(kn^2 \log n)$ from two sources: a reliable broadcast of $O(kn)$ size message and a step where nodes gossip zero-knowledge proofs of size $O(k \log n)$. The next section introduces additional techniques to obtain protocols for these primitives with communication complexity of $O(kn^3)$.

## 5 ASYNCHRONOUS (DUAL THRESHOLD) VERIFIABLE SECRET SHARING

In this section, we present protocols for Asynchronous Verifiable Secret Sharing (AVSS) that do not require any trusted setup and have a communication complexity of $O(kn^3)$. Prior to our work, the best-known protocol for AVSS without a trusted setup had a communication cost of $O(kn^2 \log n)$ [16] and $O(kn^2)$ has only been achieved with a trusted setup [4]. Before we dive into our solutions, we formally define several variants of the AVSS problem following the definitions from [42].

### 5.1 Definitions and Preliminaries

For all these primitives, we assume a finite field $\mathbb{F}$ of order $q$. Let $\kappa$ be the security parameter and $\text{negl}(\kappa)$ be a negligible function in $\kappa$.

**Definition 5.1 (Asynchronous Verifiable Secret Sharing).** Let $(\text{Sh}, \text{Rec})$ be a pair of protocols in which a dealer $L$ shares a secret $s$ using Sh and other nodes use Rec to recover the shared secret. We say that $(\text{Sh}, \text{Rec})$ is a $t$-resilient AVSS scheme if the following properties hold with probability $1 - \text{negl}(\kappa)$:

- **Termination:**
  1. If the dealer $L$ is honest, then each honest node will eventually terminate the Sh protocol.
  2. If an honest node terminates the Sh protocol, then each honest node will eventually terminate Sh.
  3. If all honest node start Rec, then each honest node will eventually terminate Rec.

- **Correctness:**
  1. If $L$ is honest, then each honest node upon terminating Rec, outputs the shared secret $s$.
  2. If some honest node terminates Sh, then there exists a fixed secret $s' \in \mathbb{F}$, such that each honest node upon terminating Rec, will output $s'$.

- **Secrecy:** If $L$ is honest and no honest node has started Rec, then an adversary that corrupts up to $t$ nodes has no information about $s$.

Note that, the above definition of the Termination property of AVSS allow a situation where despite finishing the sharing phase and entering the reconstruction phase, an honest node does not receive its share from the dealer. Such a situation usually arises when the dealer is malicious and only sends valid shares to a subset of honest nodes, yet the corrupted nodes also claim to have the shares so that all honest nodes terminate the sharing phase.

To avoid this scenario, a stronger primitive called Asynchronous Complete Secret Sharing (ACSS) is defined. An ACSS is an AVSS scheme that additionally ensures that at the end of sharing phase, every honest node receives its share of a consistent secret. This holds even if the dealer is malicious. We call this property "completeness" following Choudhury [22], though it was called Ultimate Secret Sharing in the earlier work of Ben-Or et al. [7].

**Definition 5.2 (Asynchronous Complete Secret Sharing).** An Asynchronous Complete Secret Sharing protocol is an AVSS protocol that additionally satisfies the following completeness property.

- **Completeness:** If some honest node terminates Sh, then there exists a degree-$t$ polynomial $p(\cdot)$ over $\mathbb{F}$ such that $p(0) = s'$ and each honest node $i$ will eventually hold a share $s_i = p(i)$. Moreover, when $L$ is honest, $s' = s$.

We are also interested in dual-threshold ACSS, also referred to as high-threshold ACSS, as defined as follows.

**Definition 5.3 (Dual-threshold ACSS).** A $(n, t, t)$ dual-threshold ACSS is a $t$-resilient ACSS scheme for $n$ nodes with the additional property that the reconstruction threshold $t$ can be any value in the range $\lceil t, n - t \rceil$, i.e., for any given $t$, the secret should remain hidden from an adversary that corrupts up to $t$ nodes in the system. Moreover, any set of $t + 1$ or nodes should be able to recover the shared secret.

The advantage of dual-threshold ACSS with $t > t$ is that, the protocol can ensure secrecy of the secret even when the adversary corrupts more than $t$ and up to $t$ nodes in the system. However, to ensure termination, $t < n - t$ is needed.

### 5.2 Asynchronous Verifiable Secret Sharing

Our construction of AVSS has a total communication cost of $O(kn^2)$ and does not require any trusted setup. Briefly, our AVSS protocol is inspired by the VSS scheme of Pedersen [44]: the dealer uses our RBC protocol to broadcast Pedersen’s polynomial commitment and at least a large fraction of honest nodes receive valid shares. The AVSS algorithm is given in Algorithm 5.

We describe the interface of Pedersen’s polynomial commitment below and give more details in Appendix D. Let $pp$ be the public parameters.

- **PedPolyCommit(pp, p, p(\cdot), t, n) → (v, s, r) :** The PedPolyCommit(\cdot) algorithm takes as input a degree-$t$ polynomial $p(\cdot)$ and outputs
Algorithm 5 AVSS

PUBLIC PARAMETER: pp of Pedersen’s polynomial commitment

SHARING PHASE:

// As dealer L with input s:
101: Sample a t-degree random polynomial \( p(\cdot) \) such that \( p(0) = s \)
102: \( \alpha, s, r \leftarrow \text{PedPolyCommit}(pp, pp(\cdot), t, n) \)
103: for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) do
104: \( \text{send} (\text{SHARE}, s[i], r[i]) \) to node \( i \)
105: RBC(\( \sigma \)) with predicate \( P(\cdot) \) described below.
// predicate \( P(\cdot) \) for node \( i \) during RBC
106: procedure \( P(\sigma) \)
107: upon receiving (SHARE, \( s_i, r_i \)) from dealer L do
108: \( \text{return} \text{PedEvalVerify}(pp, \upsilon, i, s_i, r_i) \)

RECONSTRUCTION PHASE:

// every node \( i \) after finishing the sharing phase
201: if PedEvalVerify\( (pp, \upsilon, i, s_i, r_i) \) then
202: \( \text{send} (\text{RECONSTRUCT}, s_i, r_i) \) to all
203: upon receiving (RECONSTRUCT, \( s_j, r_j \)) from node \( j \) do
204: if PedEvalVerify\( (pp, \upsilon, s_j, r_j) \) then
205: \( T = T \cup \{s_j\} \)
206: if \( |T| \geq t + 1 \) then
207: \( \text{output} \) \( s \) using Lagrange interpolation and \( \text{return} \)

three vectors each consisting of \( n \) elements. The vector \( \upsilon \) is the commitment to the polynomial and vectors \( s \) and \( r \) consist of shares for the \( n \) nodes.

- PedEvalVerify\( (pp, \upsilon, i, s_i, r_i) \rightarrow 0/1 \): The PedEvalVerify\( (\cdot) \) algorithm takes as input a commitment \( \sigma \) to a polynomial \( p(\cdot) \) and a tuple \( (i, s_i, r_i) \), and it outputs 1 if \( p(i) = s_i \) and 0 otherwise.

At any given node \( i \), the predicate \( P(\cdot) \) in Algorithm 5 returns true if the dealer’s RBC proposal contains a valid Pedersen’s polynomial commitment and the share received by node \( i \) is a valid share corresponding to the committed polynomial.

During the sharing phase, the dealer \( L \) with the secret \( s \) first samples a random degree-\( t \) polynomial \( p(\cdot) \) such that \( p(0) = s \). The dealer then invokes PedPolyCommit\( (\cdot) \) to obtain a commitment vector \( \upsilon \) as well as share vectors \( s \) and \( r \). Each vector contains \( n \) elements each of size \( O(nk) \). Then, \( L \) sends node \( j \) its shares (i.e., \( s[j] \) and \( r[j] \)) using private messages and reliably broadcasts the commitment \( \upsilon \).

The predicate \( P(\cdot) \) (line 106 – 108) in the RBC requires each node to check whether the message received from the dealer is a valid share or not.

During the reconstruction phase, each node that received a valid share from \( L \) during the sharing phase sends RECONSTRUCT, \( i, s_i, r_i \) to all other nodes. Each node upon receiving (RECONSTRUCT, \( j, s_j, r_j \)) from node \( j \), checks whether \( (j, s_j, r_j) \) is valid using PedEvalVerify\( (\cdot) \). Upon receiving \( t + 1 \) valid shares, a node reconstructs the secret using Lagrange interpolation.

We prove our AVSS protocol guarantees termination, correctness, and secrecy against all computationally bounded adversaries.

**Lemma 5.4 (Termination).** Assuming a collision resistant hash function, the AVSS scheme in Algorithm 5 guarantees Termination.

**Proof.** From Lemma 4.6 and 3.3, whenever an honest node terminates the sharing phase, each honest node will eventually terminate the sharing phase. Furthermore, from Lemma 4.4 and the fact that nodes only send ECHO messages if their PedEvalVerify\( (\cdot) \) is successful (line 108), we get that if the sharing phase terminates at one honest node, then PedEvalVerify\( (\cdot) \) was successful for at least \( t + 1 \) honest node. Let \( S \) be this set of honest nodes. Then, Lemma D.1 implies that the shares of nodes in \( S \) are sufficient to reconstruct the secret \( s \). During the reconstruction phase, each honest node will eventually receive RECONSTRUCT messages from all nodes in \( S \), so each honest node will eventually output a secret. Hence, the AVSS scheme ensures termination.

**Lemma 5.5 (Correctness).** Assuming a collision resistant hash function, the AVSS scheme in Algorithm 5 guarantees Correctness.

**Proof.** When the dealer is honest, the secret reconstructed using the shares of only honest nodes is clearly equal to \( s \). Additionally, note that during the reconstruction phase, an honest node only accepts shares for which PedEvalVerify\( (\cdot) \) is successful. Hence, the uniqueness property (Theorem D.3) of the Pedersen’s VSS protocol implies that whenever an honest node outputs a secret \( s' \), \( s' = s \).

Similar to the proof of termination, when the sharing phase terminates at an honest node (possibly under a malicious dealer), PedEvalVerify\( (\cdot) \) associated with \( \upsilon \) was successful for at least \( t + 1 \) honest node. By Lemma D.1, these honest nodes can recover an appropriate secret. Thus, using the same argument as above, every honest node reconstructs the same secret.

Observe that the view of an adversary in our AVSS scheme is identical to the view of the adversary in Pedersen’s VSS [44]. Hence, the Secrecy of our AVSS protocol follows from Theorem D.4.

### 5.3 Asynchronous Complete Secret Sharing

We can also extend our AVSS scheme to ensure the completeness guarantees described in definition 5.2 using the copy-then-disperse technique from [36, 52]. We describe this technique briefly below and refer readers to [52].

During the sharing phase, the dealer \( L \) with the secret \( s \) first samples a random degree-\( t \) polynomial \( p(\cdot) \) such that \( p(0) = s \). The dealer then invokes PedPolyCommit\( (\cdot) \) to obtain a commitment vector \( \upsilon \) as well as share vectors \( s \) and \( r \). Each vector contains \( n \) elements each of size \( O(nk) \). Then, \( L \) sends node \( j \) its shares (i.e., \( s[j] \) and \( r[j] \)) using private messages and reliably broadcasts the commitment \( \upsilon \).

The predicate \( P(\cdot) \) (line 106 – 108) in the RBC requires each node to check whether the message received from the dealer is a valid share or not.

During the reconstruction phase, each node that received a valid share from \( L \) during the sharing phase sends RECONSTRUCT, \( i, s_i, r_i \) to all other nodes. Each node upon receiving (RECONSTRUCT, \( j, s_j, r_j \)) from node \( j \), checks whether \( (j, s_j, r_j) \) is valid using PedEvalVerify\( (\cdot) \). Upon receiving \( t + 1 \) valid shares, a node reconstructs the secret using Lagrange interpolation.

We prove our AVSS protocol guarantees termination, correctness, and secrecy against all computationally bounded adversaries.
are presented with evidence that the dealer is faulty. If convinced, these nodes divulge their keys required to decrypt their shares. In particular, each node $i$ who received a valid share during the sharing phase sends a (RECOVER, $sk_i$) to all other nodes. Recall from Lemma 4.2 that if any honest node outputs during the ACSS protocol, then at least $t + 1$ honest node received valid shares. Therefore, at least $t + 1$ honest nodes will send valid RECOVER messages to all nodes. Upon receiving a (RECOVER, $sk_i^\ell$) message from node $i$, each node validates that $sk_i^\ell$ corresponds to the public key $pk_i$ and the decrypted share is valid. Note that this validation check will be successful for all honest nodes. Thus, each honest node would receive at least $t + 1$ valid RECOVER messages and can use Lagrange interpolation to reconstruct the polynomial $p'(i)$ and recover their individual share $p'(i)$.

The communication costs of both dealer implication and share recovery protocol are $O(kn^2)$ because the secret key has size $O(k)$. Yurek et al. [52] also discusses an alternative approach that obviates the need for revealing secret keys. This is important if the secret keys are for long-term usage. In the case of long-term keys, instead of revealing the secret keys, each node sends a $O(k)$-sized non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs to all other nodes. Hence, this approach also has communication cost $O(kn^2)$.

Now we give a proof sketch to this ACSS protocol. Termination and Correctness are not affected. For Secrecy, the key facts to note are that ACSS does not seek to ensure Secrecy when the dealer is malicious, and that when the dealer is honest, the share recovery phase is not invoked. Thus, when the dealer is honest, before any honest node starts reconstruction, the encryption hides the shares, and the view of the adversary in the ACSS scheme is computationally indistinguishable to the view of the adversary in AVSS. Hence, Secrecy holds.

Lastly, Completeness is clear when the dealer is honest. When the dealer is malicious, Completeness follows from the fact that a single genuine blame is sufficient to initiate the recovery protocol. The recovery protocol ensures that every honest node recovers the committed polynomial and outputs its share by evaluating the polynomial at the appropriate index.

### 5.4 Dual-threshold ACSS

We wish to describe a dual-threshold ACSS that allows a dealer to share uniformly random secrets. For any given $n \geq 3t + 1$, our dual-threshold ACSS scheme can tolerate any reconstruction threshold $\ell$ in the range $t \leq \ell < n - t$. In particular, given a group $\mathbb{F}_q$ of a prime order $q$ with a randomly chosen generator $g_1$, this scheme allows the dealer to share a secret of the form $g_i^s$ where $s$ is chosen uniformly at random from $\mathbb{Z}_q$. Then, using techniques from [48], we can extend the scheme to allow the dealer to share an arbitrary secret in $\mathbb{Z}_q$.

Before providing details of our dual-threshold ACSS, we want to discuss why we cannot extend our ACSS scheme from §5.3 to a higher reconstruction threshold. More concretely, what would go wrong if $p(\cdot)$ is a polynomial of degree $\ell$ for $\ell > t$? The issue is that, in our ACSS protocol, it is possible that the sharing phase terminates, but due to a malicious dealer, only $t + 1$ honest nodes received their shares. As a result, during the recovery protocol honest nodes are only guaranteed to receive $t + 1$ evaluation points through RECOVER messages. If the polynomial $p(\cdot)$ has degree $\ell > t$, then $t + 1$ points are insufficient to reconstruct the polynomial $p(\cdot)$ or the shares.

To address the above issue, we design a dual-threshold ACSS using a Publicly Verifiable Secret Sharing (PVSS) scheme. Intuitively, a PVSS scheme enables the dealer to generate a NIZK proof that a given ciphertext is an encryption of a valid share. Each node can then check these proofs in the predicate of the RBC protocol. Now, if the RBC successfully terminates, enough honest nodes have checked the validity of each share (using the NIZK proofs), which ensures that all honest nodes receive their shares. Moreover, if the RBC terminates, due to its Totality guarantee, every honest node will receive the encrypted shares of every node and can use its secret key to decrypt its share.

Another consequence of using PVSS is that our dual-threshold ACSS scheme is also publicly verifiable, i.e., any external verifier, who need not be a participant, can check that the dealer $L$ acted honestly without learning any information about the shares or the secret.

For concreteness, we will use the PVSS scheme from Scrape [19], which is secure assuming the existence of a Random Oracle and the hardness of the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem. Next, we describe the interface of Scrape’s PVSS below and present our dual-threshold ACSS protocol in Algorithm 6. Let $pp$ be the public parameters.

- **PVSS.Share($pp, s, t, n$) $\rightarrow v, c, \pi$**: For a uniformly random $s \in \mathbb{F}$, the vector $v$ is a commitment to a degree-$t$ random polynomial with $p(0) = s$. The vector $c$ consists of encrypted shares for each node. The vector $\pi$ consists of non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs that each component of $c$ is a correct encryption of a share of $s$. Each of these proofs is $O(\kappa)$ bits long.
- **PVSS.Verify($pp, t, v, c, \pi$) $\rightarrow 0/1$**: The PVSS.Verify function takes in the tuple $(v, c, \pi)$ and outputs 1 if and only if $v$ is a
commitment to a degree-\(t\) polynomial \(p(\cdot)\) and each component of \(e\) is a valid encryption of a share of \(p(0)\).

Our dual-threshold ACSS makes use of a non-interactive protocol for checking the equality of discrete logarithm. In particular, given a group \(\mathbb{G}\) of prime order \(q\), two uniformly random generators \(g_0, g_1 \in \mathbb{G}\) and a tuple \((g_0, x, g_1, y)\), a prover \(\mathcal{P}\) wants to prove to a PPT verifier \(\mathcal{V}\), in zero-knowledge, that there exists an witness \(\alpha\) such that \(x = g_0^\alpha\) and \(y = g_1^\alpha\). We describe the interfaces of such a protocol and provide the detailed protocol in Appendix E.

- **dleq.Prove:** \(\alpha, g_0, x, g_1, y \rightarrow \pi\) : Given tuple \((g_0, x, g_1, y)\) and \(\alpha\) where \(\alpha = \log_{g_0} x = \log_{g_1} y\), dleq.Prove outputs an non-interactive zero-knowledge proof \(\pi\) that such an \(\alpha\) exists.
- **dleq.Verify:** \(\pi, g_0, x, g_1, y \rightarrow 0/1\) : Given a proof \(\pi\) and a tuple \((g_0, x, g_1, y)\), dleq.Verify outputs 1 if \(\log_{g_0} x = \log_{g_1} y\), and 0 otherwise.

The dealer \(L\) with a uniformly random secret \(s \in \mathbb{F}\), first computes the PVSS shares for \(s\) using PVSS.Share. Let \((\pi, c, \mathcal{F})\) be the three vectors output of PVSS.Share. Next, \(L\) reliably broadcast \(\mathcal{F}[c][\pi]\) for the RBC protocol. During the RBC protocol, the predicate \(P()\) checks whether PVSS.Verify(\(\pi, c, \mathcal{F}\)) returns true.

During the reconstruction phase, each node decrypts its share using its secret key and generates a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of correct decryption using the dleq.Prove algorithm. Let \(\pi_i\) and \(\pi_i\) be the decrypted share and its correctness proof of node \(i\), respectively. Node \(i\) then sends (RECONSTRUCT, \(i, \pi_i, \pi_i\)) to all nodes. Upon receiving a RECONSTRUCT message, each node validates it using the dleq.Verify algorithm. Finally, after receiving \(t\) valid RECONSTRUCT messages, each honest node reconstructs \(q_1^i\) using Lagrange interpolation.

**Remark.** The above dual-threshold ACSS protocol uses a random oracle in two places: the non-interactive variant of Chaum-Pedersen’s \(\Sigma\) protocol for proving equality of discrete logarithm and Scrape’s PVSS. If one wishes to avoid the random oracle, one can use the pairing-based equality of discrete logarithm and a recent PVSS scheme based on Bilinear decisional Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) from [23].

**Dual-threshold ACSS for arbitrary secrets.** Although our dual-threshold ACSS in Algorithm 6 only supports uniform secrets, it can be extended to arbitrary secrets \(z \in \mathbb{Z}_q\) using techniques from [48]. Briefly, to share an arbitrary secret \(z \in \mathbb{Z}_q\), the dealer first runs the sharing phase of Algorithm 6 for a random secret \(q_1^i\) along with a RBC on \(z \cdot h^{q_1}\). Upon reconstructing \(h^q\), each honest node can use it to recover \(z\). The security of this approach requires the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. We refer readers to [48] for more details on this approach.

We next analyze our dual-threshold ACSS protocol.

**Lemma 5.6 (Termination and Correctness).** The dual-threshold ACSS protocol in Algorithm 6 guarantees termination and correctness for any \(t < n - t\).

**Proof.** Note that when the dealer is honest, the predicate \(P()\), i.e., the PVSS.Verify check will return true at every honest node. Thus, the Termination and Correctness of our dual-threshold ACSS follow directly from the Termination and Validity guarantees of our RBC protocol.

When the dealer is malicious, and the sharing phase terminates at an honest node, a similar argument as Lemma 5.4 implies that every honest node will eventually terminate the sharing phase. Furthermore, from Lemma 4.2, the PVSS.Verify check succeeds at least \(\ell + 1\) honest nodes. Hence, except for probability \((\ell/t)\), \(\mathcal{F}[c][\pi]\) is a commitment to a degree-\(t\) polynomial. Furthermore, all these nodes check that \(c\) consists of encryptions of valid shares of all nodes. Also, the Totality of the RBC protocol guarantees that every node will eventually output \(v[c][\pi]\); hence, each honest will eventually receive their encrypted share and send it to all nodes during the reconstruction phase.

For any given \(\ell < n - t\), since there are at least \(\ell + 1\) honest nodes in the system, during the reconstruction phase, each honest node will receive at least \(\ell + 1\) valid decrypted shares, which are sufficient to reconstruct the committed polynomial (in the exponent) and recover the secret \(q_1^i\). Note that all of these points lie on a fixed degree-\(t\) polynomial, which gets finalized whenever the sharing phase terminates at one honest node. Moreover, during the reconstruction phase, every node validates the decrypted shares against the same polynomial commitment. As a result, any set of \(\ell + 1\) valid shares will result in the same output. This implies that our dual-threshold ACSS in Algorithm 6 achieves both Termination and Correctness.

**Lemma 5.7 (Completeness).** The dual-threshold ACSS protocol in Algorithm 6 guarantees Completeness for any \(\ell < n - t\).

**Proof sketch.** When the dealer is honest, Completeness follows directly from the validity guarantee of our RBC protocol and the fact that PVSS.Verify check will be successful at every honest node. When the dealer is malicious, at the end of sharing phase, from the totality and agreement guarantees of our RBC protocol, every honest node will eventually receive an identical \(v[c][\pi]\). Furthermore, Lemma 4.4 implies that the check PVSS.Verify(\(v, c, \mathcal{F}\)) was successful at least \(\ell + 1\) honest nodes. Hence, due to the correctness guarantee of PVSS.Verify, \(v\) is a valid polynomial commitment to a degree-\(t\) polynomial and \(c\) consists of correct encryptions of shares of every node. Thus, upon receiving \(v[c][\pi]\), each node can locally decrypt the appropriate ciphertext in \(c\) to recover its share. Putting all these together, we get that Algorithm 6 guarantees Completeness.

**Lemma 5.8 (Secrecy).** The dual-threshold ACSS protocol in Algorithm 6 guarantees Secrecy for any threshold \(\ell < n - t\).

**Proof sketch.** When the secret is a uniformly random element \(q_1^i \in \mathbb{G}\), IND1-Secrecy property (Definition F.2) of Scrape’s PVSS implies that, to an adversary that corrupts up to \(t\) nodes, assuming hardness of DDH, \(q_1^i\) is indistinguishable from a randomly chosen element in \(\mathbb{G}\). Hence, when we use \(q_1^i\) as one time pad in the transformation of [48], our dual-threshold ACSS ensures Secrecy for arbitrary secrets.

**Remark.** Note that our dual-threshold ACSS ensures secrecy even in scenarios where the adversary corrupts more than \(t\) (up to \(t\)) nodes during both sharing and reconstruction phase. In contrast, existing schemes [3, 16, 34] cannot ensure secrecy if the adversary
corrupts more than \( t \) nodes during the sharing phase. For termination of the sharing phase, all existing dual-threshold ACSS schemes (including ours) require that the adversary corrupts only up to \( t \) nodes during the sharing phase and up to \( n - t - 1 \) nodes during the reconstruction phase.

6 LOWER BOUNDS ON COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY

In this section, we present communication complexity lower bound results for the problems studied in this paper. All the lower bounds we show hold even under synchrony, so they naturally apply to the harder network model of asynchrony.

For data dissemination, we show a lower bound of \( \Omega(n|M|+n^2) \) in Theorem 6.2 below. Thus, our ADD protocol has optimal communication complexity for \( |M| \geq \Theta(n \log n) \) (see remark in Section 3), and has a gap of at most \( O(\log n) \) otherwise. Our lower bound proof draws inspiration from Byzantine agreement lower bound proof of Dolev and Reischuk [24].

To prove the lower bound for data dissemination (DD), we reformulate the problem slightly, which we refer to as the Fixed-sender Data Dissemination (f-DD) problem. It is easy to see that any protocol that solves DD also solves f-DD. Thus a lower bound for f-DD applies to DD as well.

**Definition 6.1 (Fixed-sender Data Dissemination (f-DD)).** Consider a network of \( n \) nodes consisting of \( 2t+1 \) senders whose input is \( M \) and \( n-(2t+1) \) recipients whose input is \( \bot \). Let there be up to \( t \) malicious nodes among all nodes. A protocol II solves Fixed-sender Data Dissemination (f-DD) if it ensures that every honest node eventually outputs \( M \).

**Theorem 6.2.** Any protocol that solves f-DD or DD for message \( M \) with \( n \geq 3t+1 \) must incur a cost of \( \Omega(n|M|+n^2) \).

**Proof.** First, \( \Omega(n|M|) \) is a trivial lower bound for f-DD, since \( n-(2t+1) \geq t = \Omega(n) \) honest recipients need to receive the message \( M \) eventually, which incurs a cost of \( \Omega(n|M|) \).

Next, we show \( \Omega((t/2)^2) = \Omega(n^2) \) is also a lower bound for f-DD, even for 1-bit message. The proof is analogous to the \( \Omega((t/2)^2) \) lower bound proof for Byzantine agreement or broadcast due to Dolev and Reischuk [24]. Suppose there exists protocol II that solves DD for 1 bit using \( < (t/2)^2 \) messages. Let \( S \) be the set of recipient nodes who will output 1 if they do not receive any message during execution of II. Without loss of generality, suppose that \( |S| \geq t/2 \) (otherwise a symmetric argument works as well). Consider the following two scenarios.

I. Let the sender’s input message be 0. The adversary corrupts a set of recipient nodes \( B \subseteq S \) where \( |B| = t/2 \). Let \( A \) denote the set of remaining nodes. Each corrupt node in \( B \) behave honestly except (i) they do not send messages to each other; and, (ii) if the first \( t/2 \) messages they receive. Then, \( |A| \geq n-t/2 \). Note that, since \( II \) uses less than \( (t/2)^2 \) messages and \( |B| = t/2 \), \( \exists p \in B \) such that \( p \) receives less than \( t/2 \) messages.

II. Let the sender’s input message be 0. Let \( A(p) \) denote the set of nodes that (attempt to) send \( p \) messages in Scenario I. Since \( p \) receives \( < t/2 \) messages, \( |A(p)| < t/2 \). The adversary corrupts nodes in \( A(p) \cup (B \setminus \{p\}) \). This is allowed because \( |A(p) \cup (B \setminus \{p\})| < t \). The corrupt nodes in \( B \setminus \{p\} \) behave the same as in Scenario I except that they additionally ignore all messages from node \( p \). The corrupted nodes in \( A(p) \) behave the same as in Scenario I except that they do not send messages to \( p \).

We claim that Scenario I and II are distinguishable to nodes in \( A \setminus A(p) \). Nodes in \( B \setminus \{p\} \) behave the same to all nodes. Nodes in \( A(p) \) behave the same to \( A \setminus A(p) \) by construction. Node \( p \) behaves the same since in both Scenarios it does not receive any message from others. Thus the claim holds.

Due to the claim above, in Scenario II, honest nodes in \( A \setminus A(p) \) output 0 like they did in Scenario I. However, since \( p \) in Scenario II does not receive any message, it will output 1 by assumption, which violates the requirement of f-DD. Therefore, such a protocol \( II \) does not exists, and \( \Omega((t/2)^2) = \Omega(n^2) \) is a lower bound for f-DD even for 1-bit message.

Hence, any protocol that solves f-DD for a message \( M \) must incur a communication cost of \( \Omega(n|M|+n^2) \). By definition, any protocol that solves DD also solves f-DD, and therefore the lower bound applies to DD as well.

□

For RBC for long messages, a lower bound of \( \Omega(n|M|+n^2) \) is straightforward: \( \Omega(n|M|) \) comes from the fact that \( \Omega(n) \) honest nodes each need to receive the message \( M \) from the broadcaster, and \( \Omega(n^2) \) is a lower bound for solving RBC even for single-bit input [4, 24]. Hence, our RBC protocol is optimal when \( |M| \geq \Theta(n) \), and has a gap of at most \( O(\log n) \) from the optimal otherwise. For all variants of secret sharing problems (AVSS, ACSS, Dual-threshold AVSS), there is a lower bound of \( \Omega(n^2) \) according to [4]. Since a AVSS protocol is sufficient to solve RBC [4], the \( \Omega(n^2) \) lower bound on RBC also applies to AVSS, and other stronger secret sharing problems as well. Therefore, our secret sharing protocol constructions are a factor of \( O(\log n) \) from the optimal.

7 RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, the ADD problem has not been studied before. This may be in part because, despite being a simple primitive, its applications are not immediately apparent. In hindsight, the biggest conceptual barrier for us in this work was to realize the usefulness of ADD as opposed to designing protocols to solve it. For many of the applications we have identified for ADD in this work, we had to introduce additional techniques to address other efficiency bottlenecks in them.

**Reliable broadcast.** The problem of reliable broadcast (RBC) was introduced by Bracha [14]. In the same paper, Bracha provided an RBC protocol for a single bit with a communication cost of \( O(n^2) \), thus \( \Omega(n^2|M|) \) for \( |M| \) hits using a naive approach. Almost two decades later, Cachin and Tessaro [16] improved the cost to \( O(n|M|+\kappa n^2 \log n) \) assuming a collision-resistant hash function with \( \kappa \) being the output size of the hash. Hendricks et al. [32] propose an alternate RBC extension protocol with a communication cost of \( O(n|M|+\kappa n^2) \) using a erasure coding scheme where each element of a codeword can be verified for correctness.

Recently, assuming a trusted setup phase, hardness of \( \varphi \)-SDH [11, 12] and Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) [13], Nayak et al. [41] reduced the communication cost to \( O(n|M|+\kappa n^2) \). Our RBC
the problem of asynchronous verifiable secret sharing has been studied for decades in many different settings [3–6, 15, 17, 18, 34, 42, 52]. The information-theoretically secure schemes [17, 18, 22, 42, 43] mostly have high communication cost or sub-optimal fault tolerance. Using cryptographic assumption such as collision resistant hash function and Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption, Cachin et al. [15] proposed a AVSS scheme with communication cost of $O(n^k \log n)$. Backes et al. [4] later improved it to $O(\kappa n^2)$ assuming a trusted setup phase and the hardness of q-SDH. Very recently, Alhaddad et al. [3] proposed a ACS scheme for uniformly random secrets with a total communication cost of $O(\kappa n^2 \log n)$.

Some works focused on improving the amortized communication cost of AVSS for many secrets [3, 16, 52], such as amortized cost of $O(n^2 \kappa)$ per secret in Cachin et al. [16], and $O(n \kappa)$ per secrets in both hibACS [52] and Haven [3].

Dual-threshold ACSS. The problem of dual-threshold AVSS was introduced by Cachin and Tessaro [16] where they provide a dual-threshold for $t < n/4$ and $t < n/2$ with communication cost of $O(\kappa n^3)$. Only recently, Kokoris et al. [34] proposed the first dual-threshold ACSS protocol for $t < n/3$ and $t < 2n/3$ with a communication cost of $O(\kappa n^3)$ and Alhaddad et al. [3] improved the communication cost to $O(\kappa n^2 \log n)$. If we assume a trusted setup and use the polynomial commitment scheme of [33], then the total communication cost can be improved to $O(\kappa n^3)$. Moreover, during the sharing phase, all of the above mentioned schemes provide secrecy only against an adversary that corrupts up to $t$ nodes. Contrary to the existing schemes, our dual-threshold ACSS ensures secrecy against an adversary that corrupts up to $\ell$ nodes.

Asynchronous Distributed Key Generation. There are relatively few works on asynchronous DKG [2, 18, 29, 34]. The ADD construction of Canetti and Rabin [18] uses $n^2$ AVSS and is hence inefficient. Kokoris et al. [34] uses $n$ dual-threshold ACSS with reconstruction threshold of $2t + 1$ and an asynchronous common subset protocol to design an ADDG scheme with a total communication cost of $O(\kappa n^3)$.

Very recently, Abraham et al. [2] proposed an ADDG protocol with a communication cost of $O(\kappa n^3 \log n)$. The factor of $\log n$ in the ADDG construction stems from the use of the prior best RBC protocol of Cachin and Tessaro [16]. Using our new RBC protocol in a blackbox manner, we can improve the communication cost of their ADDG to $O(\kappa n^3)$. A limitation of the Abraham et al ADDG [2] is that the secret key is a group element and not a field element. As a result, their ADDG protocol is not compatible with off-the-shelf threshold secret sharing schemes such as [10]. Since we only replace the RBC of [2] with ours, we inherit this limitation.

Concurrent work. Concurrently and independently, Gao et al. [29] design a new AVSS scheme that has a communication cost of $O(\kappa n^2)$. Gao et al. [29] then use their improved AVSS scheme along with a novel reasonably-fair common coin protocol to design Asynchronous Byzantine Agreement (ABA) [35] and ADDG protocol both with an expected communication cost of $O(\kappa n^3)$. They also inherit the aforementioned limitation from Abraham et al’s ADDG [2]. Gao et al. [29] additionally observes that the asynchronous Validated Byzantine Agreement (VBA) protocol in Abraham et al. [2] implicitly gives an ABA [35] protocol with a communication cost of $O(\kappa n^3 \log n)$ and no trusted setup. This means our RBC protocol can also improve the communication cost of VBA and ABA to $O(\kappa n^3)$.

8 DISCUSSION

Concrete communication cost our ADD and RBC protocols. Although we mostly discuss asymptotic cost in this paper, it is equally important from a practical point of view to make the hidden constants small. Indeed, this is the case with the primitives we construct in this work. In particular, our ADD with $n = 3t + 1$ has a concrete communication cost of $B_{ADD} = 6n|\mathcal{M}|\log n$. The factor 6 is due to the increase in the size of the message due to RSEnc and the fact that ADD has two rounds of communication. If we substitute $B_{ADD}$ in our RBC protocol for long messages we get a communication cost of $n|\mathcal{M}| + 2\kappa n^2 + B_{ADD}$. Here the $n|\mathcal{M}$ accounts for the communication cost the broadcaster incurs while sending $M$ to all nodes. The $2\kappa n^2$ is the cost of Bracha’s RBC on the hash($M$). Similarly, our four-round RBC incurs the same communication cost of $7n|\mathcal{M}| + 2\kappa n^2 + 2n^2$.

Limitation of ADD. One limitation of using ADD in our RBC is its higher computation costs due to encoding and decoding of the message. Additionally, in the presence of malicious nodes, each honest node may have to try decoding $t$ times. Contrary to this, in the RBC protocol of Cachin and Tessaro [15], each node needs to run the decoding algorithm only once.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced the problem of Data Dissemination, which seeks to disseminate a data blob $M$ from a subset of honest subset of honest nodes to all honest nodes, despite the presence of some malicious nodes. We have presented an Asynchronous Data Dissemination (ADD) protocol for $n$ parties with a communication cost of $O(n|\mathcal{M}| + n^3)$. We then used our ADD protocol to improve the communication cost or trust assumption of RBC for long messages, AVSS, ACSS, dual-threshold ACSS, and ADKG.

We believe ADD can be useful in other applications that we did not study in this paper, e.g., in improving the communication cost of recent randomness beacon protocols for both synchronous [8] and partially synchronous networks [23]. Generally speaking, ADD will be useful in protocols that involve distribution of long common messages across all nodes. These messages include but are not limited to blocks in blockchain protocols, polynomial commitments, encrypted shares, NIZK proofs, etc.
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A ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM 4

In this section, we will analyze that Algorithm 4 implements RBC for long messages while keeping the round complexity at 4.

**Lemma A.1.** Assuming a collision resistant hash function, if an honest node sends \((\text{READY}, m_i, h)\) where \(h = \text{hash}(M)\), then \(m_i\) is the \(i\)th symbol of \(\text{RSEnc}(M, n, t + 1)\), and furthermore, no honest node sends a READY message for a different \(h' \neq h\).

**Proof.** Let \(i\) be the first honest node that sends a \((\text{READY}, *, h)\). Then at least \(2t + 1\) nodes sent \((\text{ECHO}, *, h)\) to node \(i\). Now, for the sake of contradiction assume that an honest node \(j'\) is the first honest node that sends a \((\text{READY}, *, h')\) for \(h' \neq h\). Again at least \(2t + 1\) nodes sent \((\text{ECHO}, *, h')\) to node \(j'\). Then, by quorum intersection, at least \(t + 1\) nodes sent ECHO message for both \(h\) and \(h'\). This is impossible as there are at most \(t\) malicious nodes and an honest node sends ECHO message at most once.

Note that an honest node \(i\) sends \((\text{READY}, m_i, h)\) for \(h = \text{hash}(M)\) only upon receiving at least \(t + 1\) matching \((\text{ECHO}, m_i, h)\). At least one of these ECHO message is from an honest node. Then, by the collision resistance property of the underlying hash function, \(m_i\) is the \(i\)th symbol of \(\text{RSEnc}(M, n, t + 1)\).

**Lemma A.2.** If an honest node \(i\) receives \(t + 1\) READY messages with a matching hash \(h\), then node \(i\) will eventually receive \(t + 1\) matching \((\text{ECHO}, m_i, h)\) messages and hence send \((\text{READY}, m_i, h)\).

**Proof.** Let \(j\) be the first honest node that sends \((\text{READY}, *, h)\) message to all. Then, node \(j\) must have received at least \(2t + 1\) ECHO messages with matching \(h\). At least \(t + 1\) of these ECHO messages are from honest nodes. All these honest node will send \((\text{ECHO}, m_i, h)\) to node \(i\). Hence, node \(i\) will eventually receive \(t + 1\) \((\text{ECHO}, m_i, h)\) messages.

**Theorem A.3 (Totality and Agreement).** Algorithm 4 guarantees Totality and Agreement.

**Proof.** An honest node outputs a message \(M\) only upon receiving at least \(2t + 1\) READY messages with a matching hash \(h = \text{hash}(M)\). At least \(t + 1\) of them are sent by an honest node. Hence, all honest nodes will receive at least \(t + 1\) READY messages with hash \(h\). By Lemma A.2, eventually all honest nodes will send READY messages with hash \(h\). Hence, all honest nodes will receive READY messages from all other honest nodes. Furthermore, due to Lemma A.1, all these READY message contain correct symbols from the codeword \(\text{RSEnc}(M, n, t + 1)\). Thus, every honest node will eventually output \(M\) such that \(h = \text{hash}(M)\).

**Theorem A.4 (Validity).** Algorithm 4 guarantees Validity.

**Proof.** When the broadcaster is honest and has input \(M\), at least \(2t + 1\) honest nodes will send ECHO messages with identical \(h = \text{hash}(M)\). Hence, all honest nodes will eventually send READY messages for \(h\). By Lemma A.1 no honest node will send READY message for \(h' \neq h\). As a result, all honest node will receive at least \(2t + 1\) READY message for \(h\) with valid symbols in it, which is sufficient to recover \(M\).

Next, we will analyze the communication complexity of the protocol.

Let \(h = \text{hash}(p(i))\) i.e., hash of the coefficients of the original polynomial \(p(i)\).

For \(0 \leq r \leq t\):

1. Let \(T_r\) be the subset of symbols received till iteration \(r\).
   \[\text{Wait until } |T_r| \geq \frac{m/n(n - t + r + 1)}{2} \]
2. Run RSDec\((t + 1, r, T_r)\), and let \(p_r(\cdot)\) be the output polynomial.
3. If \(\text{hash}(p_r(\cdot)) = h'\), output \(p_r(\cdot)\). Otherwise, proceed to the next iteration.

\[\text{Figure 3: Hash based Online Error Correction (HOEC).}\]

**Lemma A.5.** Assuming existence of collision resistant hash functions, Algorithm 4 solves RBC with communication complexity of \(O(n|M|+kn^2)\) where \(k\) is the size of the output of the hash function.

**Proof.** In algorithm 4 the broadcaster sends a single \text{PROPOSE} to all other nodes. Moreover, each honest node sends a single \text{ECHO} and \text{READY} message. The proposal message has a communication cost of \(O(n|M|)\). Since \(|m_i| = |M|/(t + 1)\) and hash outputs are \(k\) bits long, both \text{ECHO} and \text{READY} messages are \(O(|M|/n + k)\) bits long. Hence, each node incur a communication cost of \(O(|M|+nk)\) for sending \text{ECHO} and \text{READY} messages to all other nodes. Hence, the total communication cost is \(O(n|M|+kn^2)\).

B ADD FOR HIGH THRESHOLD

Recall from §3 that it is impossible to solve ADD for \(n \leq 2t\). In this section we will describe how to extend our solution to ADD from \(n > 2t\) to \(n > 2t\). To do so, we will make use of a collision-resistant hash function. The detailed changes in our original protocol are as follows.

During the encoding phase, each sender encodes the message \(M\) with \(m = n(t + 1)/(n - 2t)\) (due to reasons to be described later). Let \(M' = \text{RSEnc}(M, m, t + 1)\) be the encoded message.

During the dispersal phase, each sender sends the \(i\)th component of \(M'\) (i.e., \(m_i\)) to node \(i\). Note that \(m_i\) consists of \(n\) symbols of the codeword, hence its size is

\[|m_i| = \frac{|M|}{n(t + 1)} = \frac{n(t + 1)|M|}{(n - 2t)n(t + 1)} = \frac{|M|}{n - 2t}\]

Furthermore, each sender additionally sends the cryptographic hash digest \(h = \text{hash}(M)\) to all other nodes. In particular, during the dispersal phase, each sender sends \((\text{DISPERSE}, m_i, h)\) to node \(i\). A recipient node \(j\), upon receiving \(t + 1\) matching \((\text{DISPERSE}, m_j, h)\) message, sets \(m_j = m_i\) and \(h' = h\), which will be used during the reconstruction phase.

During the reconstruction phase, similar to our \(t < n/3\) ADD, each node \(i\) sends \((\text{RECONSTRUCT}, m_i)\) (cf. Algorithm 1) to all other nodes. The procedure to reconstruct the message differs from OEC. In particular, every node instead runs the hash-based OEC that we call HOEC and describe below.

The HOEC algorithm, given in Figure 3, takes up to \(t + 1\) iterations. In iteration \(r\), each recipient node \(i\) waits to receive \(n - t + r + 1\) \text{RECONSTRUCT} messages. For every received \((\text{RECONSTRUCT}, m_i)\) message from node \(j\), node \(i\) adds \((j, m_i)\) to a set \(T_r\). Node \(i\) then uses the RSDec algorithm on \(T_r\) to recover the original message.
Let $p_t(\cdot) := \text{RSDec}(t + 1, r, T_r)$ be the output of the decoding algorithm, then the recipient outputs the coefficients of $p_t(\cdot)$ as the final message only if $\text{hash}(p_t(\cdot))$ matches $h^*$, set during the dispersal phase. Here, $\text{hash}(p_t(\cdot))$ denotes the hash of the coefficients of the polynomial $p_t(\cdot)$. If the hashes do not match, the recipient starts the next iteration.

The proof remains almost identical to the proofs of ADD with $n \geq 3t + 1$ nodes. Thus we briefly restate them below.

**Lemma B.1.** At the end of the reconstruction phase, every honest node outputs $M$.

**Proof.** Clearly, every honest sender outputs $M$. Thus, we again focus on honest recipient nodes.

We will first argue that an honest recipient node will never output a wrong message. Suppose node $i$ outputs the polynomial $p_t(\cdot)$ as the message in the $i$th iteration in the reconstruction phase. Then, $\text{hash}(p_t(\cdot)) = h^* = \text{hash}(p(\cdot))$. Hence, by collision resistance property of the hash function, we get $p_t(\cdot) = p(\cdot)$.

Next, we argue that every honest recipient node will eventually output a message. Note that Lemma 3.2 also holds for $h = \text{hash}(M)$ in the high-threshold ADD protocol. Then as before, at the end of the dispersal phase, every honest node holds the correct component of $M' = \text{RSEnc}(M, n, t + 1)$ and will send it to all other nodes in its RECONSTRUCT message. Every recipient node will eventually receive $(n - t)m/n$ correct symbols from all honest nodes and at most $tm/n$ incorrect symbols from malicious nodes. Given $m \geq n(t + 1)/(n - 2t)$, the RSDec algorithm will correct all the errors and return the correct message.

We will next analyze the communication complexity of our high-threshold ADD.

**Lemma B.2.** Assuming the existence of collision resistant hash function, in a network of $n > 2t$ nodes where up to $t$ nodes could be malicious, our high-threshold ADD has a total communication cost of $O(n|M|/(n - 2t) + n^2\kappa)$. Here $\kappa$ is the size of the output of the hash function.

**Proof.** During the dispersal phase, each sender sends a message of size $O(|M'|/n + \kappa)$ to every other node. Hence, the total communication cost of sending every $M'$ is $O(n|M'|+n^{2}\kappa)$. Since there are $\Theta(n)$ senders, the total communication cost in the dispersal phase is $O(n|M'|+n^{2}\kappa)$. During the reconstruction phase, each nodes sends a message of size $O(|M'|/n)$ to every other node. Hence, the total communication cost during the reconstruction phase is $O(n|M'|)$.

Since in our high-threshold ADD $|M'| = O(n|M|/(n - 2t))$, it has a total communication cost of $O(n|M|/(n - 2t) + n^2\kappa)$.

**C. THRESHOLD SECRET SHARING**

A $(n, k)$ threshold secret sharing scheme allows a secret $s \in \mathbb{Z}_q$ to be shared among $n$ nodes such that any $k$ of them can come together to recover the original secret, but any subset of $k - 1$ shares cannot be used to recover the original secret [9, 49]. We use the common Shamir secret sharing [49] scheme, where the secret is embedded in a random degree $k - 1$ polynomial in the field $\mathbb{Z}_q$ for some prime $q$. Specifically, to share a secret $s \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, a polynomial $p(\cdot)$ of degree $k - 1$ is chosen such that $s = p(0)$. The remaining coefficients of $p(\cdot)$, $a_1, a_2, \cdots, a_t$ are chosen uniformly randomly from $\mathbb{Z}_q$. The resulting polynomial $p(x)$ is defined as:

$$p(x) = s + a_1x + a_2x^2 + \cdots + a_{k-1}x^{k-1}$$

Each node is then given a single evaluation of $p(\cdot)$. In particular, the $i$th node is given $p(i)$ i.e., the polynomial evaluated at $i$. Observe that given $t + 1$ points on the polynomial $p(\cdot)$, one can efficiently reconstruct the polynomial using Lagrange Interpolation. Also note that when $s$ is uniformly random in $\mathbb{Z}_q$, $s$ is information theoretically hidden from an adversary that knows any subset of $k - 1$ or less evaluation points on the polynomial other than $p(0)$ [49].

**D. PEDERSEN’S VSS [44]**

Let $x$ be the security parameter. Let $\mathbb{G}$ be a cyclic abelian group of prime order $q$ and $\mathbb{Z}_q$ the group of integer modulo $q$. Let $g_0, g_1 \leftarrow \mathbb{G}$ be two uniform and independent element from $\mathbb{G}$. Before we describe Pedersen’s VSS scheme, we will first briefly describe the

![Pedersen's VSS scheme](image-url)
commitment scheme for a arbitrary secret \( s \in \mathbb{Z}_q \). To commit to a secret \( s \), the committer samples a random \( r \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) and computes

\[
\text{commit}(s, r) = v = g_0^s g_1^r
\]

To reveal such a commitment later, the committer reveals \((s, r)\) and the verifier checks whether \( g_0^s g_1^r \) is equal to \( v \) or not. We refer to the reveal procedure as:

\[
\text{reveal}(v) := s, r \text{ such that } v = g_0^s g_1^r
\]

Pedersen [44] illustrates that the commitment scheme described above information theoretically hides \( s \) and binds \( s \) to \( v \) for a computationally bounded prover, assuming the prover does not know the discrete logarithm of \( g_1 \) with respect to \( g_0 \), i.e., the prover can not efficiently compute \( \log_{g_0} g_1 \). We summarize the VSS scheme from [44] in Figure 4.

Observe that the commitment to the polynomial \( p(\cdot) \) that embeds the secret \( s \) is linear in the number of nodes. Moreover, given the linear size commitment and a tuple \((s_1, t_1)\), one can efficiently verify (without any extra information) whether \( s_1 \) is equal to \( p(k) \) or not. We will crucially use these properties to design our AVSS scheme with a total communication cost of \( O(\kappa n^2) \).

Next, we briefly summarize the properties of the VSS scheme described in Figure 4. Informally, Lemma D.1 states that once the VSS.Share step terminated correctly, any set of \( t + 1 \) nodes can combine their shares to recover the secret. Theorem D.3 states that any subset of \( t + 1 \) nodes will reconstruct the same secret.

**Lemma D.1 (Lemma 4.2 of [44]).** Let \( S \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) be a set of \( t + 1 \) nodes such that the verification was successful for these \( t + 1 \) nodes. Then these \( t + 1 \) nodes can find a pair \((s', t')\) such that \( v = g_0^{s'} g_1^{t'} \).

**Definition D.2 (Uniqueness).** For all subsets \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) of \( \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) of size \( k \) such that all nodes in \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) accepted their shares in the verification procedure described above. Let \( s_j \) be the secret computed by the participants in \( S_j \), then \( s_1 = s_2 \).

**Theorem D.3 (Theorem 4.2 of [44]).** Under the assumption that the dealer can not find \( \log_{g_0} g_1 \) except with negligible probability in \( |q| \), the verification protocol satisfies uniqueness.

Let \( S \) be the subset of nodes with \( |S| \leq t \), let \( \text{view}_S \) be the internal state of nodes in \( S \) and messages sent and received by nodes in \( S \). Then, the next theorem ensures formally states the secrecy property of the VSS.

**Theorem D.4 (Theorem 4.4 of [44]).** For all adversary \( A \), for any subset \( S \subset \{1, \ldots, n\} \) of size \( t \) and \( \text{view}_S \), for all \( s \in \mathbb{Z}_q \)

\[
\Pr[A \text{ has secret } | \text{view}_S] = \Pr[A \text{ has secret}]
\]

E ZERO KNOWLEDGE PROOF OF EQUALITY OF DISCRETE LOGARITHM

Our dual-threshold ACSS protocol has a step that requires nodes to produce zero-knowledge proofs about the equality of discrete logarithms for a tuple of publicly known values. In particular, given a group \( G \) of prime order \( q \), two uniformly random generators \( g_0, g_1 \leftarrow G \) and a tuple \((g_0, x, g_1, y)\), a prover \( P \) wants to prove to a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) verifier \( V \), in zero-knowledge, the knowledge of a witness \( s \) such that \( x = g_0^s \) and \( y = g_1^s \).

We will use the Chaum-Pedersen "Z-protocols" [21], which assumes the hardness of the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem, and can be made non-interactive using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [26].

**Decisional Diffie–Hellman assumption.** Given a group \( G \) with generator \( g \in G \) and Uniformly random samples \( a, b, c \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q \), the Decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) assumption states that the following two distributions \( D_0, D_1 \) are computationally indistinguishable: \( D_0 = (g, g^a, g^b, g^{ab}) \) and \( D_1 = (g, g^a, g^b, g^c) \).

** Protocol for equality of discrete logarithm.** For any given tuple \((g_0, x, g_1, y)\), the Chaum-Pedersen protocol proceeds as follows.

1. \( P \) samples a random element \( \beta \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q \) and sends \((a_1, a_2)\) to \( V \) where \( a_1 = g_0^\beta \) and \( a_2 = g_1^\beta \).

2. \( V \) sends a challenge \( e \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q \).

3. \( P \) sends a response \( z = \beta - ae \) to \( V \).

4. \( V \) checks whether \( a_1 = g_0^{x \cdot e} \) and \( a_2 = g_1^{y \cdot e} \) and accepts if and only if both the equality holds.

As mentioned, this protocol can be made non-interactive in the Random Oracle model using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [26, 45]. This protocol guarantees completeness, knowledge soundness, and zero-knowledge. The knowledge soundness implies that if \( P \) convinces the \( V \) with non-negligible probability, there exists an efficient (polynomial time) extractor that can extract \( a \) from the prover with non-negligible probability.

In our dual-threshold ACSS, we use the non-interactive variant of the protocol described above. In particular, for any given tuple \((g_0, x, g_1, y)\) where \( x = g_0^z \) and \( y = g_1^z \), \( \pi \leftarrow \text{dlec.Prove}(s, g_0, x, g_1, y) \) generates the non-interactive zero proof \( \pi \). The proof \( \pi \) is \( O(\kappa) \) bits long. Given the proof \( \pi \) and \((g_0, x, g_1, y)\), \( \text{dlec.Verify}(\pi, g_0, x, g_1, y) \) verifies the proof.

F PUBLICLY VERIFIABLE SECRET SHARING

We restate this section from [23]. Our \((n, t)\) dual-threshold ACSS scheme for \( n \geq 3t + 1 \) and \( t \leq n - t \) crucially rely on a \((n, t)\) publicly verifiable secret sharing (PVSS). In particular, we use the PVSS scheme from Schoenmakers [48]. The scheme allows a node (dealer) to share a secret \( s \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) among \( n \) nodes, such that any subset of at least \( t + 1 \) nodes can reconstruct \( g_1^s \). Here, \( g_1 \) is a random generator of \( G \). Additionally, any subset of \( t \) or less nodes, can not learn any information about the secret \( s \).

The threshold \( t \) is chosen in a way such that valid contribution from at least \( t + 1 \) nodes are required to recover \( g_1^s \).

A key property of a PVSS scheme is that, not only the recipients but any third party (with access to recipients’ public keys) can verify, even before the reconstruction phase begins, that the dealer has generated the shares correctly without having plaintext access to the shares.

The PVSS scheme of Schoenmakers [19] is non-interactive in the Random Oracle model and has three procedures: PVSS.Share, PVSS.Verify, and PVSS.Recon. A node (dealer) with public-private key pair \( pk, sk \), uses PVSS.Share to share a secret \( s \), other nodes or external users.
Let $s$ be the secret a node (the dealer) with public-private key pair $(sk, pk)$ wants to share with set of nodes with public keys \{pk\}_j for $j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$. Let $g_0, g_1$ be two randomly chosen generators of group $\mathbb{G}$. PVSS.Share(s, g_0, n, ℓ, \{pk\}_j) \rightarrow (a, c, π):

1. Sample uniform random $a_i \in \mathbb{Z}$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, ℓ$ and let $p(x) = s + a_1x + \ldots + a_ℓx^ℓ$;
2. Let $v_j := g_0^{p_j}$ and $c_j := pk_j^{p_j}$ for $j = 1, \ldots, n$.
3. Let $π_j := \text{dlec}(p(j), g_0, v_j, pk_j, c_j)$
4. Output $σ = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}; c = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\}$ and $π = \{π_1, π_2, \ldots, π_n\}$.

PVSS.Verify(g_0, g_1, n, ℓ, \{pk\}_j) \rightarrow 0/1:

1. Sample a random codeword $y^⊥ \in C^⊥$ where $y^⊥ = [y_1^⊥, y_2^⊥, \ldots, y_n^⊥]$ and check whether
\[
\prod_{k=1}^n y_k^⊥ = 1_\mathbb{G}
\] (4)
where $1_\mathbb{G}$ is the identity element of $\mathbb{G}$.
2. Check whether $\text{dlec}(π, g_0, v_j, pk_j, c_j) = 1$ for all $j$.
3. Output 1 if both checks pass, output 0 otherwise.

Let $T$ be the set of valid tuples of the form $(i, π_i)$ where $π_i = \text{dlec}(π, sk_i, g_1, ℓ, c_i)$ and $|T| = ℓ + 1$, then

PVSS.Recon(g_1, \{i, π_i\}_i \in T) \rightarrow g_1^⊥:

1. Output $\prod_{i \in T} μ_i^{π_i} = \prod_{i \in T} g_1^{π_i} = g_1^0$ (5)
where $μ_i = \prod_{j \neq i} \frac{1}{j-1}$ for $i \in T$ are Lagrange coefficients.

\[\text{Figure 5:Scraps PVSS scheme.}\]

Use PVSS.Verify to validate the shares, and PVSS.Recon is used to recover $g_1^⊥$. We describe them in detail in Figure 5.

The verification procedure of Scraps’s PVSS uses properties of error correcting code, specifically the Reed Solomon code [46]. They use the observation by McEliece and Sarwate [39] that sharing a secret $s$ using a degree $ℓ$ polynomial among $n$ nodes is equivalent to encoding the message $(s, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_1)$ using a $[n, ℓ + 1, n - ℓ]$ Reed Solomon code [46].

Let $C$ be a $[n, k, d]$ linear error correcting code over $\mathbb{Z}_q$ of length $n$ and minimum distance $d$. Also, let $C^⊥$ be the dual code of $C$ i.e., $C^⊥$ consists vectors $y^⊥ \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n$ such that for all $x \in C$, $\langle x, y^⊥ \rangle = 0$. Here, $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ is the inner product operation. Scraps’s PVSS.Verify uses the following basic fact (Lemma F.1) of linear error correcting code. We refer readers to [19, Lemma 1] for its proof.

**Lemma F.1.** If $x \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \setminus C$, and $y^⊥$ is chosen uniformly at random from $C^⊥$, then the probability that $\langle x, y^⊥ \rangle = 1$ is exactly $1/q$.

The PVSS scheme of Scraps guarantees the IND1-Secrecy property as defined in Definition F.2. Intuitively, for any $(n, ℓ)$ PVSS scheme, IND1-secresy ensures that prior to the reconstruction phase, the public information together with the secret keys $sk_i$ of any set of at most $ℓ$ players gives no information about the secret.

Formally this is stated as in the following indistinguishability based definition adapted from [31, 47]:

**Definition F.2.** (IND1-Secrecy) A $(n, ℓ)$ PVSS is said to be IND1-secret if for any probabilistic polynomial time adversary $A$ corrupting at most $ℓ$ parties, $A$ has negligible advantage in the following game played against a challenger.

1. The challenger runs the Setup phase of the PVSS as the dealer and sends all public information to $A$. Moreover, it creates secret and public keys for all honest nodes, and sends the corresponding public keys to $A$.
2. $A$ creates secret keys for the corrupted nodes and sends the corresponding public keys to the challenger.
3. The challenger chooses values $s_0$ and $s_1$ at random in the space of secrets. Furthermore it chooses $b \leftarrow \{0, 1\}$ uniformly at random. It runs the phase of the protocol with $s_b$ as secret. It sends $A$ all public information generated in that phase, together with $s_b$.

The advantage of $A$ is defined as $|\text{Pr}[b = b'] - 1/2|$.

**Theorem F.3.** (IND1-Secrecy [19, Theorem 1]) Under the Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption, the PVSS protocol in [19] guarantees IND1-secresy against a static probabilistic polynomial time adversary that can collude with up to $ℓ$ nodes.